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and S is integral over R, then B is integral over R. Next, we obtain a powerful 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given two rings R E S, we say that S is integral over R provided that 
every element x of S satisfies an equation of form 
x” + 1 p,(x) = 0, 
where the p,(x) are monomials in x with coefficients in R of degree 
deg, pi < n. Here in each pi the coefficients, which are elements of R, are 
allowed to be interspersed among the occurring x’s For example, one of 
these monomials might look like rl xr2x2r3 (r, E R). This seemingly weak 
notion of integrality was introduced by Schelter [Sch] in the context of 
PI-rings. It was later used in other areas of ring theory as well, e.g., in 
crossed products and group actions, see Lorenz and Passman [LP] and 
Quinn [Q], respectively. It is the purpose of the present paper to analyze 
and utilize this notion for PI-rings. Surprisingly, it will turn out to be a 
much stronger notion than thought before. 
As is evident from the list of contents, we cover a rather large variety of 
topics. For the purposes of the introduction, we confine ourselves therefore 
to highlight only some of the results. But first, we would like to exhibit a 
large, nontrivial collection of integral extensions. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let S be an affine prime PI-algebra over a Jield k such 
that Kdim S= 2. Then S is integral over a commutative subring R. 
ProoJ In fact, R can be taken to be R = Z(S)[x], where x is a certain 
element of S which does not belong to the center Z(S) of S. This result is 
the content of Braun [BrJ. There S was additionally assumed to be 
Noetherian in order to conclude that R is Noetherian and S is finite over 
R. In general, if S is not Noetherian, then also R is not Noetherian (see, 
e.g., Theorem 6.2 below), and S is not a finite R-module (since otherwise 
S were finite over an affine and thus Noetherian subalgebra R, of R, see 
the proof of Theorem 9.1). 1 
We now turn to some of the very basic properties of integral extensions 
R E S of PI-rings. Unlike in Procesi’s book [P J and Schelter [Sch], by S 
being an extension of R, we merely mean that R is a subring of S with the 
same unit element. And all rings are assumed to satisfy a polynomial 
identity unless stated otherwise. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Lying Over). Let R c S be PI-rings such that S is 
Schelter integral over R. Then lying over holds between R and S. That is, 
given a prime ideal P of R, there is a prime ideal Q of S such that P is 
minimal over Q n R. 
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This direct analog of the commutative result was obtained by Schelter 
[Sch] in the context of integral centralizing extensions, and was estab- 
lished in a special case by E. Letzter [Li] who considered certain finite 
extensions of Noetherian rings, including Noetherian PI-rings (see also 
Vonessen [V,] for a PI-theoretic proof of this result). Note that unlike in 
the commutative result, one cannot expect P = Q n R since Q n R is not 
necessarily a prime ideal of R. In case that S is either affme or Noetherian, 
we prove also that there are only finitely many primes of S lying over a 
given prime of R (Theorem 2.8). 
THEOREM 3.7 (Transitivity of Integrality). Let R c SG B be PI-rings 
such that B is integral over S and S is integral over R. Then B is integral 
over R. 
Special cases of this result were known before: Integral centralizing 
extensions were investigated by Pare and Schelter [PSI. Artin and Schelter 
[A, AS] proved transitivity of integrality for shine PI-algebras over an 
algebraically closed field. The latter result was proved as a consequence of 
the “curve criterion for integrality” and required some geometric considera- 
tions (primarily involving the notion of properness). Our proof, by con- 
trast, is combinatorial in nature. As it turns out, this rather general result 
has many applications in the present paper. We should mention here that 
an example by Bergman [BeJ shows that transitivity of integrality need 
not hold for rings which do not satisfy a polynomial identity. 
Our next sample results require some Noetherian assumption on either 
R or S. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Eakin-Nagata Type). Let R E S be PI-algebras over a 
commutative Noetherian ring A such that 
(1) S is left Noetherian and affine over A, and 
(2) S is integral over R. 
Then S is a finite left R-module, and also R is left Noetherian and affine 
over A. 
The commutative Eakin-Nagata theorem requires that (2) is replaced by 
S being finite over R (and S need not be affine). It is well known that such 
a version is not true for general rings, not even for affme PI-rings. The gist 
of Theorem 4.2 is that for affine PI-rings, (2) is the correct replacement for 
the finiteness of S over R. However, for algebras of “low” PI-degree, 
we discovered that, surprisingly, finiteness from both sides suffices 
(Theorem 4.3). This is a consequence of the investigation in Section 9 of the 
relationship between finiteness and integrality for algebras of “low” 
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PI-degree. Actually, these results hold also for algebras of higher PI-degree, 
if for all prime ideals P of R, PIdeg R/P > (l/2) PIdeg S/N(S). 
Our next result may seem to be a bit technical in nature. It provides, 
however (among other things), a powerful test for integrality. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Criterion for Integrality). Let R E S be PI-rings such that 
(1) S is prime and Z(S) is integral over R, and 
(2) R/N(R) is Noetherian. 
Then T(S), the trace ring of S, is integral over R. 
Condition (1) turns out to be very useful in applications, for example, 
in the context of actions of finite groups on PI-rings, as we will see in 
Section 10. Using in addition results from Section 6, where we study 
afine integral extensions of Noetherian rings, we obtain, for example, the 
following: 
COROLLARY 10.3. Let S be a prime PI-ring which is affine over a central 
Noetherian subring A. Let G be a finite group of A-automorphisms of S. Zf 
SG/N(SG) is Noetherian, then SG is Noetherian, and S is a finite module over 
SG on both sides. As a consequence, S is Noetherian, and SG is affie over A. 
We stress that here we do not make any assumptions on the order of G, 
like, e.g., that lGl- ’ E S. One can obtain similar results for actions of linite- 
dimensional cocommutative Hopf algebras, and-in prime characteristic- 
for actions of (possibly infinite dimensional) Lie algebras by derivations, 
see Section 10. Theorem 5.2 has many other applications in Sections 6 
and 7, of which we present only one: 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let R c S be PI-rings such that 
(1) S is prime and integral over R, and 
(2) R is left Noetherian. 
Then R has a left Artinian total ring of left fractions Q,(R) which is 
contained in Q(S). 
Finally, it is important to realize that transitivity of integrality 
(Theorem 3.7) or some version of it, is crucial for many of the results 
obtained in this paper. 
Conventions and Definitions. All rings are associative with a unit 
element, and-unless otherwise specified-satisfy a polynomial identity. 
Standard references for PI-rings are the books by Procesi [P] and Rowen 
[Rw]. If R is a subring of S, we always assume that R and S have the same 
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unit element. Contrary to the usage in some of the literature, by an exten- 
sion R c S we mean just that R is a subring of S. We say that a ring R is 
affine over a central subring n if R is linitely generated as an algebra over 
A. If R is a ring, then Z(R) denotes its center, and N(R) its nil radical, i.e., 
the intersection of all prime ideals. And by Q(R) we denote the total ring 
of fractions of R, if it exists. If R is a prime PI-ring, then T(R) is its trace 
ring. By the PI-degree of a PI-ring R we mean the smallest integer n such 
that R/~(R~ satisfies all polynomial identities of n x n matrices. The 
(classical) Krull dimension of R is Kdim R {see the remarks before 2.5). In 
case that R is an algebra over a field, then its Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 
is GKdim R. The ring of n x n matrices over R is M,(R). And when we are 
considering matrices, eU is always the matrix unit with a 1 in the i x j entry 
and zeroes elsewhere. Finally, monomials such as the pi at the beginning of 
the Introduction will be called Schelter monomials in x with coefficients in 
R. The terms Schelter polynomial and manic Schelter polynomial are 
defined accordingly. 
2. IN~GRALITY AND LYING OVER 
Schelter [Sch] proved that lying over, going up, and incomparability 
hold for integral centralizing extensions of PI-rings (see also [Rw, 
Sect. 4.11). More recently, E. Letzter [L,] proved these results for 
arbitrary finite extensions of certain right Noetherian rings, including finite 
extensions of Noetherian PI-rings. A PI-theoretic proof of Letzter’s result 
in the case of PI-rings was given in [V,]. We now show that these 
theorems actually hold for arbitrary integral extensions of PI-rings. In the 
second half of this section, we will then prove a “finite lying over” theorem 
(see the introductory remarks after 2.5). 
We start with lying over, which in turn immediately implies going up. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Lying Over). Let R G S be PI-rings such that S is &helter 
integral over R. Then lying over holds between R and S. That is, given a 
prime ideal P of R, there is a prime ideal Q of S such that P is minimal over 
QnR. 
Proof, Let Q be an ideal of S maximal with respect to the property that 
Q n R E P. Then Q is a prime ideal. Passing to S/Q, we may assume that 
Q = 0 and that for every nonzero twosided ideal I of S, In R $zG P. We now 
have to show that P is a minimal prime in R. 
Suppose to the contrary that P strictly contains a prime ideal V of R. 
The ring R* = RZ(S) is an integral central extension of R. By going up 
for such extensions, there are prime ideals Y* 5 P* of R* such that 
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V* n R = V and P* n R= P [Rw, 4.1.4]. Clearly for every nonzero 
twosided ideal I of S, In R* g P*. Replacing R by R*, we may therefore 
assume that R contains the center Z(S) of S. 
We first show that Pn Z(S) = 0. Let ZE Pn Z(S), and set I= zS. We 
will show that In R c P, which will imply that z = 0, Let x E In R. Then 
there is some SE S such that x = zs. Since S is integral over R, 
sn + xi pi(s) = 0, where the pi are some &helter-monomials with 
coefficients in R of degree m,< n. Then (2.~)” +C zn-“‘lpi(zs) = 0. Hence 
x”= -Czn---m ‘p,(x)~zRc P. It f 11 o ows that In R is nil modulo P. 
Hence In R c P, so that I= 0. This proves that P n Z(S) = 0. 
Now let 6 be a nonzero element in the conductor of 2(2’(S)) in Z(S). 
Then 6 $ P, and therefore also 6 4 F’. Hence V[S-‘1 s P[& -‘I are proper 
ideals in R[P’]. Since S[S-‘I= T(S)[S-‘1 is integral over its center 
Z(S)[S-‘1, it follows that R[F’] is integral over Z(S)[S-‘1. Using 
incomparability for the integral centralizing extension Z(S){S-‘1 c 
R[I!-‘1, we conclude that there is some element z in P[6-‘J n Z(S)[S-‘1 
which does not belong to V[S-‘1. In particular, z # 0. Now for some 
integer i, c = 6% belongs to Z(S), and thus c E PCS-‘] n R = P. Since c # 0, 
this is a contradiction to P n Z(S) = 0. 1 
We remark that even under strong additional assumptions, lying over 
does not imply integrality, see, e.g., Example 9.5. As an immediate 
consequence of lying over we obtain going up: 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Going Up). Let R c S be PI-rings such that S is 
Schelter integral over R. Then going up holds between R and S. That is, given 
prime ideals PO c P of R and a prime ideal Q0 of S lying over PO, there is 
a prime ideal Q of S containing Q. and lying over P. 
In order to prove incomparability, we need a well-known elementary 
lemma (see, e.g., [V, , 6.33) which we quote for later reference. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a subring of a prime PI ring S. Then R has a finite 
number of minimal prime ideaIs, and its prime radical is nilpotent. 
Note that this lemma says in particular the following: If RcS are 
PI-rings, and Q is a prime ideal of S, then there are only a finite number 
of prime ideals of R minimal over Q n R. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Incomparability). Let R c S be PI-rings such that S is 
Schelter integral over R. Then incomparability holds between R and S. That 
is, if Q0 s Q are prime ideals of S and P is a prime ideal of R minimal over 
Q n R, then P is not minimal over Q, n R. 
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ProoJ: Passing to ~/Q~, we may assume that Q. =0 and that S is 
prime. We now have to show that P is not a minimal prime of R. The ring 
A = RZ(S) is an integral centralizing extension of R, By Lemma 2.3, there 
are only a finite number of prime ideals of A minimal over Qn A, say 
q,, . . . . qn. Note that qi n Z(S) 1 Q A Z(S) #O. Hence the qi contain central 
nonzero divisors and are therefore not minimal prime ideals of A. Incom- 
parability for the integral centralizing extension R c A implies now that the 
gin R are not minims prime ideals of R. Since the inters~tion of the qi is 
nilpotent modulo Q n A, and since Q n R c P, it follows that P contains 
qi A R for some i. Hence P is not a minimal prime of R. fi 
Recall the definition of (classical) Krull dimension (see [MR, 6.4,3]): 
Let R be a ring, and denote by B = B(R) the spectrum of prime ideafs of 
R. Let P0 be the set of maximal ideals of R, and for any ordinal a > 0, let 
P# be the set of prime ideals P of R satisfying the following condition: If 
Q is a prime ideal of R strictly containing P, then Q E PP for some ordinal 
8 c Q. Then Kdim R, the classical Krull dimension of R, is defined to be the 
least ordinal cy such that P”, contains all prime ideals of R, if such an c1 
exists. It is an easy exercise to show that Kdim a exists if R satisfies the 
ascending chain condition for prime ideals. So it exists in particular if R is 
Noetherian. We remark that there are commutative Noetherian domains of 
arbitrary Krull dimension, see Gordon and Robson [GR, 8.12 and 9.81. 
Note that if Kdim R exists, and if P is a prime ideal of R which is not mini- 
mal, then Kdim R/P< Kdim R. We will use this fact in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1 below. Of course there are many rings which do not have 
classical Krull dimension: For example, if R is a commutative polynomial 
ring in infinitely many variables, then R is isomorphic to a proper 
homomo~hi~ image of itself and thus cannot have Krull dimension. 
As a corollary to lying over, going up, and incomparability, we prove 
now that Krull dimension is preserved in integral extensions. This was 
obtained by &helter [Sch] in the case of integral centralizing extensions. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R c: S be an integral extension of PI-rings. If either 
R or S has classical Krull dimension, then so does the other, and Kdim R = 
Kdim S. 
Proof: If f is an ideal of R, denote by V(I) the set of all prime ideals 
of R containing I. We first show by induction on a that if Q E ga(5”), then 
V(Qn R)G~~(R). Using lying over, it then follows that if Kdim S exists, 
then Kdim R exists and Kdim R < Kdim S. 
The claim is clear if c1= 0. Now assume a >O, and let P be a prime of 
R which is minimal over Q A R. If P is maximal, then trivially P E S$,(Rf. 
Otherwise let P, be an arbitrary prime ideal of R strictly containing P. By 
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going up and incomparability, there is a prime ideal Q1 of S strictly con- 
taining Q and lying over P, . Thus Q, E pfi( S) for some /I < ~1. By induction, 
V(Q, n R) E pfl(R). Thus P, Ebb, so that PE 9=(R), proving the 
assertion. 
Now suppose that Kdim R exists and is equal to CC We show by induc- 
tion on a that then Kdim S exists and Kdim S < ~1. This is clear if a = 0. 
Now assume a > 0, and let Q be a prime ideal of S. If Q is maximal, then 
Q belongs trivially to pa(S). Otherwise, let Q, be an arbitrary prime ideal 
of S strictly containing Q. Let P, be a prime ideal of R minimal over 
Q, n R. By incomparability, P, is not minimal. Hence Kdim R/P, < 
Kdim R = a. Since there are only finitely many prime ideals of R minimal 
over Q, n R (see 2.3), it follows that also fi = Kdim R/Q1 n R c a. By 
induction, Kdim S/Q, 4 /I, so that Q, E @@a(S), Hence Q E 9$(S). Since Q 
was arbitrary, this shows that Kdim S< 01. This concludes the proof of 
Corollary 2.5. i 
We now turn to the question of how many prime ideals of S can lie over 
a given prime ideal of R if S is integral over R. In general, there might of 
course be infinitely many, but we have positive results in special cases. To 
simplify the discussion, we say that the ring extension R c S satisfies finite 
&ng over if for every prime ideal of R there are only a finite number of 
prime ideals of S lying over it. Recently E. Letzter [LZ] proved that finite 
extensions of certain Noetherian rings satisfy finite lying over. His result 
applied in particular to finite extensions of Noetherian PI-rings. We 
generalize it to certain integral extensions of PI-rings. To be precise, we will 
show that an integral extension of PI-rings R c S satisfies finite lying over 
provided that S is either left Noetherian or else affme over a central 
Noetherian subring A (Theorem 2.8). 
One might ask the question if finite lying over holds for finite integral 
extensions. This is certainly true for commutative rings, and also for finite 
centralizing extensions (see the following lemma). But in general it is false: 
Example 2.7 shows that finite lying over can fail even for an integral 
extension R c S with S finite over R on both sides. 
We begin our investigation with an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R c S be an integral centralizing extension of PI-rings. 
Then R c S satisfies Jinite lying over if one of the following conditions hold: 
( 1) S is a $nite module ouer R. 
(2) Euery semipr~me ideal of S is a finite intersection o~pr~me ideals. 
Note that condition (2) is in particular satisfied if S is either Noetherian 
or else afline over a central Noetherian subring A. 
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Proof: Part (1) holds for finite centralizing extensions of arbitrary rings, 
see Robson [Rb, Theorem 3.41. (For PI-rings, however, one can easily 
prove this by elementary methods.) (2) Let P be a prime ideal of R, and 
let Q be any prime of S lying over P. Then Q contains SP. And by incom- 
parability, Q is minimal over SP. Hence Q belongs to the finitely many 
prime ideals of S which are minimal over SP. 1 
In part (1) of the previous lemma, it is very important that S is a 
centralizing extension of R, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. There is an extension of PI-rings R E S such that 
(1) S is semiprime, and 
(2) S is integral over R, and finite over R on both sides, 
but R c S does not satisfy finite lying over. 
Let A be any field, and let B be the subring of the direct product of an 
infinite number of copies of A generated by those tuples which have only 
a finite number of nonzero entries. Then B is integral over the field A, but 
B has infinitely many minimal prime ideals. Now construct R c S as in 
Lemma 4.4 below. Then S = M3(B) is semiprime. Moreover, S is integral 
over R, and finite over R on both sides. Let P = BeI, + Be,, + N(R), i.e., P 
is the set of all matrices of R whose 2 x 2 entry is zero. Then P is a minimal 
prime ideal of R. Now let q be any of the infinitely many minimal prime 
ideals of B lying over the zero ideal of the field A. Then Q=M,(q) is a 
prime ideal of S, and Q n R c P. Hence there are infinitely many prime 
ideals of B lying over P. 
Now comes the main result on finite lying over. 
THEOREM 2.8 (Finite Lying Over). Let R c: S be an integral extension of 
PI-rings. Assume that either (1) S is left Noetherian, or that (2) S is affine 
over a central Noetherian subring A. Then R c: S satisfies finite lying over. 
Proof. Suppose that there is some prime ideal P of R and an infinite 
family of prime ideals Qj of S all lying over P. We will derive from this 
a contradiction. Note first that incomparability implies that no Qi is 
contained in any Qj if i # j. Set I= ni Qi. In both cases (1) and (2), 
there are only a finite number of prime ideals of S minimal over 1, say 
419 a-9 qr. One checks easily that each q,. is the intersection of those Qi 
containing it. Since there are infinitely many Qi, we can find a j such 
that qj is contained in infinitely many Qi. Replacing S by S/qj, we may 
therefore assume that S is prime, and that the Qi form an infinite family of 
nonzero prime ideals of S with fii Qi = 0. Note that since Qi lies over P, 
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P n Z(S) = (Qi n R) n Z(S) (see, e.g., [Rw, 52.111). As a particular conse- 
quence, it follows that P n Z(S) E ni Q i = 0. 
Let 6 be a nonzero evaluation of a central polynomial of S. Since S is 
a prime ring, any finite intersection of nonzero ideals of S is nonzero. It 
follows easily that there are infinitely many Qi not containing 8. Since 
P n Z(S) = 0, 6 # P. Set A = R[S]. Then A is a finite central extension of R. 
Therefore R E A satisfies finite lying over by Lemma 2.6. Given any Qi, 
there are by Lemma 2.3 only finitely many prime ideals of A minimal over 
Qi n A, say q, , . . . . qk. Moreover, n j qj is nilpotent modulo Qi n A. Thus P 
contains q, n R for some j. Since P is minimal in R over Qi n R, it follows 
that P = qin R. Hence for each Qi there is a prime q in A which is both 
minimal over Qi n A and lies over P. Since there are infinitely many Qi, 
and since R & A satisfies finite lying over, there is a prime q of A which is 
minimal over Qi n A for in~nitely many Qi. Replacing the tuple (R, P) by 
(A, q), we may therefore assume that 6 E R. 
Now consider R[S-‘1 c S[S-‘1. F or all of those in~nitely many Qi 
which do not contain 6, Qi[4-‘] lies over P[F’]. Replacing R c S by 
R[S-‘1 c_ S[S-‘1, we may therefore assume that S is an Azumaya algebra 
and in particular finite over its center 2 = Z(S). Since affine Azumaya 
algebras are Noetherian, it follows now that in both cases (1) and (2), the 
ring S is Noetherian. Hence so is Z. Set B= RZ. Then also B is 
Noetherian. Therefore R c: B satisfies finite lying over by Lemma 2.4. We 
can now replace R by B in the same way in which we replaced R by A. 
Hence we may assume that R contains Z = Z(S). So 
QinZ(S)=QinRnZ(S)=PnZ(S), 
where the second equality follows again by [Rw, 52.11). Hence there are 
in~nitely many prime ideals of S, namely the Qi, lying over the prime 
Pn Z(S) of Z(S). This is a contradiction, since the finite central extension 
Z(S) G S satisfies finite lying over by Lemma 2.6. i 
3. TRANSITIVITY OF INTEGRALITY 
The aim of this section is to prove transitivity of integrality: Given 
PI-rings R 5 SE B such that B is integral over S and S is integral over R, 
we will show that B is integral over R (Theorem 3.7). This generalizes 
earlier results by Pare and &helter [PS] who dealt with integral 
centralizing extensions, and by Artin and Schelter [A, AS] who proved 
transitivity of integrality for afline PI-algebras over an algebraically closed 
field. We start with an elementary lemma whose proof is only included for 
lack of a reference. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let R c S be rings. If x E S is not integral over R, then there 
is a prime ideal P of S such that 
(1) x is not integral over R module P, but 
(2) x is integral over R module each ideal I? P. 
As a consequence, if S is integral over R modulo each prime ideal, then S is 
integral over R. 
Proof. Suppose XE S is not integral over R. Let M be the multi- 
plicatively closed set of all manic Schelter polynomials in x with coefficients 
in R. Then O$ M. Let P be an ideal of S maximal with respect to 
Pn M= fzl. Then P is a prime ideal, and x is not integral over R modulo 
P. But for every I? P, In Mf a, so that x is integral over R 
modulo I. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R E S be arbitrary rings. Let x be an element of S 
satisfying an equation of form x” + clxnp ’ + . . . + c, = 0, where the ci 
belong to the center of S. Suppose that each ci is integral over R. Then x is 
integral over R. 
The proof of this result is of a purely combinatorial nature-the rings R 
and S need not satisfy a polynomial identity. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that S is prime. If all ci = 0, then 
x is nilpotent and thus integral over R. Now assume that some ci # 0. Then 
the nonzero ci are regular elements in S since S is prime. Enlarging the set 
k 1, .-*, c,> to {Cl, . . . . co, we may assume that x satisfies a manic polyno- 
mial involving some of the ci and that 
C,C~E i Rc, 
V=l 
for all i and j. Denote by A4 the span of all Schelter monomials in x with 
coeffkients in R which have degree <n. Note that R c M, and that M is 
an R-bimodule of S. Since x” E Cy MC,, it follows easily that 
XnCiEMcl+ ... +ikfc, 
for all i. The proposition follows now from the following lemma if we set 
i=t, N=(l)..., t}, and use aj such that cj# 0. (Then cj is not a zero 
divisor, and the right hand side of the equation in the lemma is an empty 
sum and therefore 0.) i 
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LEMMA 3.3. For each i, 1 < i < t, the following is true. Given a j, 1 < j < t, 
and a subset N of (1, . . . . t} with jE N and I Nl = i, we can find a manic 
polynomial P in x and polynomials py in x with deg py < deg P such that 
pcj= 1 PVC,. 
v4N 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. First let i = 1, and choose any j, 
l<j<t. Then N= {j} contains only one element. Since X”C~E C MC,, 
there are polynomials qy of degree <n such that 
xncj= c q”c,. 
v=l 
Set P=x”-qj, and for v#j, set pY=qy. 
Now assume the lemma is true for i- 1. For simplicity of notation, 
choose j= 1 and N = { 1, . . . . i}. We have to find a manic polynomial P in 
x and polynomials p, in x with deg py < deg P such that 
PC, = i PVC,. 
u=i+l 
By induction, there are manic polynomials A and B and polynomials a, 
and 6, with deg a, c deg A and deg b, < deg B, such that 
AC, = i a,c, and Bci=blcl + i b,c,. 
v=i v=i+l 
Using the fact that all c, E Z(S), we see that 
ABc,=Ac,B= i a,c,B= i a,Bc, 
v=i v=i 
=a,Bc,+ c aYBc, 
v=i+l 
=a,b,c,+ i (aib,+a,B)c,. 
v=i+l 
Now set P = AB - a,b, and for v > i + 1, set py = aibv + a, B. 1 
In the case that S is prime, the proof actually shows that x satisfies a 
manic polynomial of degree 2’- ‘n. We will mostly apply Proposition 3.2 in 
the following setting: 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let R c: S be arbitrary rings such that Z(S) is integral 
over R. If x is an element of S which is integral over Z(S), then x is integral 
over R. 
We need next an elementary lemma which is an immediate consequence 
of the results in Par& and Schelter [PS]. (See also Schelter [Sch, p. 2461.) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S=R[c,, .,., ck] be an extension of R such that each ci 
is integral over R and central in S, Then S is a finite R-module and thus 
integral over R. 
In order to prove transitivity of integrality for arbitrary integral 
extensions of PI-rings, we first prove the following weaker result. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let R E S be an integral extension of PI-rings. If 3 is 
an integral central extension of S, then it is integral over R. 
ProojI Assume that there is some x E 3 which is not integral over R. By 
Lemma 3.1, we may reduce to the case that B is prime and x is integral 
over R modulo every nonzero ideal of B. We will derive from this a 
contradiction. 
Since B is prime, so is S. Moreover, PIdeg S= PIdeg B. Let f be 
a suitable central polynomial for S and 3 which is multilinear and 
alternating in n2 variables. Setting d =f(S), it follows by [Rw, 1.4.211 
that dS is integral over d. Similarly, f(B)B is integral over J”(B). And 
because f is multilinear, f(B) =f(SZ(B)) E f(S) Z(B) = AZ(B). 
Our first step is to show that AZ(B) is integral over R. Choose arbitrary 
elements 6 cd and z E Z(B). We will show that 6z is integral over R. Since 
z is integral over S, there is a manic equation z” + s1 z”- ’ + . . . + s, = 0, 
with some S,E S. Hence 
(sz)“+(ssl)(sz)“-’ + .*. +sns”=o. 
Set n = Iz I 1, and consider the ring extension 
D=A[d](Ss,, . ..) S”s,> G.A[d] +dS. 
Each element of dS is integral over d and thus over n[d]. Since dS is 
multiplicatively closed, it follows by Shirshov’s Theorem [Rw, 4.2.8 and 
4.2.91 that n[d] + dS is integral over n[d]. Hence also D is integral over 
n[d]. Using Shirshov’s Theorem again, it follows that D is a finite module 
over n[d]. Since 6z is integral over D and commutes with the elements of 
D, it follows that D[Sz] is a finite extension of D. Thus D[sz] is finite over 
its central subring n[d] and thus integral over n[d]. Therefore 62 is 
integral over n[d]. Since 6z and n[d] are central in S, and since S is 
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integral over R, it follows easily that 6z is integral over R. Now the central 
extension R E R[dZ(B) J is generated by central elements of the form 6z, 
and as we have just seen, all these generators are integral over R. Hence 
AZ(B) is integral over R by Lemma 3.5, and so is f(B) E K!.?(B). 
Consider the nonzero ideal f(B)B of B. By assumptions x is integral over 
R modulo f(B)& Hence there is some manic &helter polynomial p with 
coefficients in R such that p(x)~f(B)B. Now f(B)B is integral over 
f(B) E Z(B), and by what we already saw, f(S) is integral over R. Conse- 
quently, it follows by Proposition 3.2 that the element p(x) of B is integral 
over R. Hence so is x. This contradiction proves that B is integral 
over R. 4 
We are now able to prove transitivity of integrality for integral exten- 
sions of PI-rings. 
ProoJ Assume there is an XE B which is not integral over R. By 
Lemma 3.1, we may assume that B is prime, and that x is integral over R 
modulo every nonzero ideai of B. Consider the ideal AS of B, where A is 
the set of evaluations of a suitable central polynomial of B. Since x is 
integral over R modulo AE, there is a manic &helter polynomial p with 
coe~~ients in R such that p(x) E dB. By [Rw, 1.4.21 f, every element of dB 
is integral over Z(B). Since Z(B) is integral over S, it follows by Proposi- 
tion 3.6 that Z(B) is integral over R. Applying Corollary 3.4 to the element 
p(x) of B, we conclude that there is a manic &helter polynomial 4 with 
~~~cients in R such that q@(x)) = 0, Hence x is integral over R. 1 
4. EAKKN-NAGATA TYPE RESULTS 
The skin-Nagata Theorem from commutative algebra says the 
following: If R E S is a finite extension of commutative rings, and if S is 
Noetherian, so is R (see C&f,, p. 1st ). This was generalized by Eisenbud 
[E] to centralizing extensions of arbitrary rings. In general, however, it is 
false, even for finite extensions of PI-rings. We will prove below a version 
for PI-rings (Theorem 4.2) where we require that S is afline over a central 
N~therian ring A, and where we replace the condition that S be finite over 
R by the condition that S is integral over R. Under these assumptions it 
follows then that S is finite over R, and that R is Noetherian. Actually, R 
is then also affine over A, so that Theorem 4.2 is in some sense a 
generalization of the Artin-Tate lemma, We will also prove a stronger 
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result for algebras satisfying certain conditions on PI-degrees of prime 
ideals, see Theorem 4.3. We will then give two examples to show that 
Eakin-Nagata type results do not hold in the non-alTine case, even for 
otherwise very well behaved extensions. In particular, there is an integral 
extension of simple Artinian PI-rings R c S such that S is generated 
over R by a single element, but S is not finite over R on either side 
(Example 4.7). We conclude the section with a result which states that 
under suitable, strong hypotheses, a finitely generated integral extension of 
a Noetherian PI-algebra is actually finite. (What is “wrong” in the above 
mentioned example is that there PIdeg R -C PIdeg S.) 
First we need an elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R c S be rings, and let N be the ni~radical of S. Assume 
that 
(1) S and R/N n R are left Noetherian, and 
(2) SIN is a finite left module over R/N n R. 
Then R is left Noetherian, and S is a finite left module over R. 
Prooj There is some integer t such that N’ = 0. Each Toni + l is a finite 
left module over S/N and thus also a finite left module over R/N n R. Thus 
each NifNi+r, including S/N, is a Noetherian left R-module. It follows that 
S is a Noetherian left R-module. 1 
THEOREM 4.2 (Eakin-Nagata Type). Let R c S be Pr-algebra over a 
commutative Noetherian ring A such that 
(1) S is left Noetherian and affie over A, and 
(2) S is integral over R. 
Then S is a finite left R-module, and a/so R is left Noetherian and affine 
over A. 
ProojI We will show that R is left Noetherian and that S is a finite left 
R-module. It then follows immediately by [V,] that R is afine. (Actually, 
the result in [V,] was proved along the same lines as this theorem.) 
Assume first that S is prime. Then Z( T(S)) is integral over R by Proposi- 
tion 3.6 (or by transitivity of integrality 3.7). Hence R E RZ( T(S)) is an 
integral centralizing extension. Recall that Z(T(S)) is atline over A and 
Noetherian, and that T(S) is a finite Z( T(S))-module. Hence RZ( T(S)) is 
affine and Noetherian. Thus RZ(T(S)) is a finite centralizing extension of 
R, so that R is Noetherian by Eisenbud’s Theorem [El. 
Assume that S is semiprime. Denote by Qr, . . . . Q, the minimal prime 
ideals of S. Then each R/Qi n R is Noetherian. Since R E @ R/Qi n R is a 
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finite centralizing extension, it follows that R is Noetherian. Also, S/Q, is 
a finite left module over R/Qi n R. Therefore S is a finite left R-module. 
The general case follows now immediately from Lemma 4.1. 1 
Let R c S be PI-algebras over a field k such that S is a finite module 
over R on both sides. In Section 9 we will study the question whether this 
implies that S is integral over R. If certain assumptions on PI-degrees are 
satisfied, the answer is positive. Using this, we will now prove in a special 
situation a result which resembles both the Eakin-Nagata t.heorem and the 
Artin-Tate lemma more closely than Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R G S be PI-algebras over a field k such that 
(1) S is left Noetherian and af~ne over k, and 
(2) S is finite over R on both sides. 
Assume additionally that one of the following conditions is satisfied 
(a) PIdeg RIP > (f/2) PIdeg S/N(S) for all prime ideals P of R. 
(b) PIdeg S/N(S) < 2 (this is a special case of (a)). 
(c) S is semiprime, Z(S) % R, and PIdeg S = 3. 
Then R is left Noetherian and affine over k. 
Proof: As we will see in Theorems 9.1 and 9.6 below, the hypotheses 
imply that S is integral over R. The result follows now immediately from 
Theorem 4.2. 8 
Now we present examples to show the failure of Eakin-Nagata type 
results in the non-Anne case. We first prove a lemma which will give rise 
to various examples about the connection between integrality and finiteness 
of extensions. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A c B be two commutative rings. Let S= M,(B), and 
B B B 
R= 0 A B. 
( 1 0 0 B 
Then R c S have the following properties: 
(1) S is a finite module over R on both sides. 
(2) If B is a domain, then S is a prime PI-ring. 
(3) S is integral over R iff B is integral over A. 
(4) If both A and B are af~ne over a subring A, then so are R and 5’. 
(5) If B is not3nite over A, then R is neither left nor right Noetheri~. 
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Proof: (1) One checks easily that ,$ = R + Re,, + Re,,, and S, = R + 
ezl R + ejl R. (2) This is clear. (3) If B is not integral over A, then the sub- 
ring B. 1 + R of S is not integral over R, so that also S is not integral over 
R. Now assume that B is integral over A. Since S is integral over B. 1, 
transitivity of integrality shows that S is integral over A . 1 c R. (4) Assume 
that A and B are afine over a subring ,4. Then clearly S is afline over A, 
and so is the subring R, = Be,, + Ae,, + Be,, of R. Since R = R, + R,e,, + 
R,e,, + ez3 R,, also R is afline over A. (5) If V is any A-submodule of B, 
then Ve,, + Be,, is a right ideal of R. Similarly, Ve,, + BeI is a left ideal 
of R. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.5. There is an extension of PI-rings R E S such that 
(1) S is simple Artinian, 
(2) S is integral over R, and finite over R on both sides, 
but R is neither left nor right Noetherian. 
Apply Lemma 4.4 with A G B an infinite algebraic field extension. 
Here R/N(R) is semisimple Artinian and in particular Noetherian. This 
is not necessarily the case. Because the assumption that R/N(R) be 
Noetherian will play quite a role in subsequent sections, we include an 
example. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. There is an extension of PI-rings R G S such that 
(1) S is prime and Noetherian, 
(2) S is integral over R, and finite over R on both sides, 
but R/N(R) is not Noetherian. 
Apply Lemma 4.4 with A E B an integral (but not finite) extension of 
commutative domains such that B is Noetherian and A is not (see, e.g., 
CW ). 
The next example shows that Theorem 4.2 is false if S is not finitely 
generated over A but instead only finitely generated over R. See also 
Example 6.7. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. There is an integral extension R E S of simple Artinian 
PI-rings such that S is generated over R by a single element, but S is not 
finite over R on either side. Moreover, R can be chosen to be a field. 
Let K be a field generated over the rational numbers by infinitely many 
variables x1, y,, x2, y,, . . . . Let cp be the automorphism of K which inter- 
changes xi and yi for all i. Let k be the subfield of K generated by all xi 
and all $. Then K is integral but not finite over its subfields k and q(k), 
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and K = k . q(k). Set S = M,(K), and let R be the subalgebra consisting of 
all matrices 
a 0 
( > 0 da) ’ 
where c( E k. Note that R g k. One sees easily that (t E) is integral over R. 
Thus transitivity of integrality implies that S is integral over R. But S is not 
finite dimensional over the field R, since (t g) is not. Now let a = (i A). 
We will show that R(a) = S. Let M=x:- y:. Then &cc)= --c(. Let 
b=G $a, ) E R. One checks easily that 
ba+ab= 
2cr cc+da) =2cre 
@+cp(@) 0 > 11. 
Hence R(u.} contains R2cte,, =ke,,. Thus R(U) contains both e,, and 
e22= 1 --ell, and thus also er2 +e,, = a-e,,. Thus it contains e,, = 
(e12 + eT1) ez2 and e,, = (e,, + ezl)e,,. Hence R{cl} = R{eO). Since 
K = kq(k), it follows easily that R{ u} = R{ eii} = M,(K) = S. 
It is well known that a finitely generated integral extension need not be 
finite, see, e.g., [AS, p. 2911. And the above example shows that this can 
fail even under very strong hypotheses. However, we can prove a positive 
result: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let R c S be an integral extension of prime PI-rings such 
that 
(1) R is Noetheriun, 
(2) PIdeg R = PIdeg S, and 
(3) T(R) is a finite module over its center. 
Then given a finite number of elements a,, . . . . a,, E S, the ring R { a,, . . . . a,} is 
a finite R-module on both sides. 
Note that condition (3) holds in particular if R is a Noetherian algebra 
over a field of characteristic zero. Compare also Theorem 6.2 below. 
Proof. As we will see in Theorem 5.2, T(S) is integral over R. By 
standard arguments, (2) implies that T(R) c T(S) and Z( T( R)) c Z( T( S)) 
(see Lemma 4.9 below). Since T(R) is a finite Z( T(R))-module, it follows 
that T(R)(q) is a finitely generated integral extension of Z( T(R)) c 
Z(T(S)). Hence T(R)(q) is a finite module over Z( T(R)) by Shirshov’s 
Theorem (see [Rw, 4.2.91). Since T(R) is a finite R-module on both sides, 
so is T(R){a,}, and also its submodule R{a,}. 1 
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Actually, a similar, but easier argument involving Shirshov’s Theorem 
shows also that if R is a finite module over its center, then any finitely 
generated integral extension of R is a finite R-module. 
We used part of the following well-known lemma in the above proof, 
and we will use it repeatedly in the sequel. Being unaware of a suitable 
reference, we therefore included its proof. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let R be a subring of a prime PI-ring S such that R has 
some prime ideal P whose PI-degree is equal to the PI-degree of S. Then R 
is prime, Z(R) c Z(S), and T(R) G T(S). 
Prooj Let n = PIdeg S. By assumption, there is a central polynomial f 
for S which has a nonzero evaluation 6 on R. Since R c S, 6 is central in 
S and thus also central in R. Moreover, 6 is regular since S is prime. Artin’s 
theorem implies that R[S-‘1 E S[S-‘1 are both Azumaya algebras of the 
same constant rank n. Now Z(R[G-‘1) consists of sums of evaluations 
of the central polynomial f: Thus Z(R[G-‘])GZ(S[G-‘I), so that 
Z(R) E Z(S). In particular, Z( R[6 - ’ ] ) is a domain, implying that the 
Azumaya algebra R[6 - ‘1 is prime. Hence also R is prime. 
Now let K= Q(Z( R)) and L = Q(Z(S)). Then Q(R)L has PI-degree n, 
implying that its dimension over L is an’. Hence Q(R)L = Q(S). Thus the 
natural map Q(R)@, L + Q(S) is surjective. Since both algebras have 
dimension n2 over L, we deduce that Q(R)@, L g Q(S). From this it 
follows easily by the definition of the trace ring that T(R) G T(S). 1 
5. A CRITERION FOR INTEGRALITY 
We first present a key result which is remarkable for two reasons. On 
one side, it gives a criterion when a prime PI-ring S is integral over a sub- 
ring R: Namely, if R is Noetherian, one needs only to check that Z(S) is 
integral over R in order to conclude that S itself is integral over R. This has 
interesting applications, for example, to actions of finite groups, see Sec- 
tion 10. On the other hand, this result tells us that if a prime PI-ring S is 
integral over a Noetherian subring R, then actually the trace ring T(S) of 
S is integral over R. This will be heavily exploited in subsequent sections. 
In particular, this will be very useful if one of the rings R or S is affne over 
a central Noetherian subring A, see Section 6. 
Using Theorem 5.2, we will then prove an interesting result (Proposi- 
tion 5.3) which in particular says the following: If S is a prime integral 
extension of a left Noetherian subring R, then S is actually “classically 
integral” or “left integral” over R. Namely, given an element x E B there is 
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an integer n and elements r,oR such that x”+rlxnP’ + r2xn-’ + .-. + 
rn- ix + r, = 0. So every element of S satisfies in this context an ordinary 
manic polynomial with coefficients in R, not only a manic Schelter polyno- 
mial. 
Before we can prove the main result of this section, we first need to pre- 
sent a well-known elementary lemma, whose simple proof was shown to us 
by A. Wadsworth. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a commutative Cull domain, K = Q(A) its field of 
fractions, and L an algebraic extension of K. Then the integral closure AL of 
A in L is completely integrally closed. 
Proof. We have to show the following: Given elements c f L and 6 E AL 
such that ~‘6 ~2~ for all i, then CGA’. Let F be the field extension of K 
generated by c and 6, Then F is a finite extension of K. Thus AF is a Krull 
domain and in particular completely integrally closed. Since ~‘6 E 
Fn AL = AF for all i, it follows that c E AFs At. 1 
THEOREM 5.2 (Criterion for Integrality). Let R c S be P&rings such that 
(1) S is prime and .Z( S) is integral over R, and 
(2) R/N(R) is Noetheriun. 
Then T(S) is integral over R. 
Note that Theorem 5.2 is false if one drops condition (2): The ring T(S) 
is in general not even integral over S. 
F’rooJ Let d be the ideal of Z(S) generated by all evaluations of a cen- 
tral polynomial whose constant term is zero. We will actually not use the 
fact that all of Z(S) is integral over R, but only that d is integral over R. 
Every element of T(S) is integral over Z(T(S)). Applying Corollary 3.4 to 
R s T(S), we see that it sufllces to show that Z(T(S)) is integral over R. So 
let c E Z(T(S)). We have to show that c is integral over R. Let A = RCA], 
and let B = A[c] c Q(S). By Lemma 2.3, B has only a finite number of 
minimal prime ideals Q,, and the nilradical of B is nilpotent. Suppose that 
c satisfies a manic Schelter polynomial pi modulo each Qi. Then some 
power of n pi is a manic Schelter polynomial for c over R. Hence it 
sufftces to show that c is integral over R modulo each minimal prime 
ideal of B. 
So let Q be a minimal prime ideal of B. Note that Q n R and Q n A are 
prime ideals of R and A, respectively. Hence Q n R contains N(R), and it 
follows that R/Q n R is Noetherian. By a result of Schelter (see [AS, 3.3]), 
we can find 0 # 6 Ed such that SZ( T(S)) E d. Then 6Z( T(S)) E A. Conse- 
quently, ~‘6 E A for all i. Replacing R E A by R/Q n R E A/Q n A, and c 
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and 6 by their respective images modulo Q, we reduced to proving the 
following claim: 
Let R E A be a central integral extension of prime PI-rings such 
that R is Noetherian. Assume that there are elements c E Z(Q(A)) 
and 6 EZ(A) such that ~‘6 EZ(A) for all i. Then c is integral 
over R. 
The ring Q(R) Z(A ) is integral over Q(R). And by Corollary 2.5, 
Kdim Q(R) Z(A)=O. Hence Q(R) Z(A) is simple and thus equal to Q(A). 
It follows that Q(A) is integral over Q(R). Since Q(R) is a finite module 
over K= Q(Z(R)), transitivity of integrality implies therefore that Q(A) is 
integral over K. In particular, L = Q(Z(A)) is an algebraic field extension 
of K. 
Since T(R) is Noetherian, a result of Braun [Bri} says that the integral 
closure Z(T(R))K of Z(T(R)) in K= Q(Z(R)) is a Krull domain. Since 
L = Q(Z(A)) is algebraic over K, it follows by Lemma 5.1 that the integral 
closure Z(T(R))’ of Z(T(R))” in L = Q(Z(A)) is completely integrally 
closed. Since Z(A) is integral over R, the ring T(R) Z(A) is integral over 
T(R). Moreover, T(R) is integral over Z( T(R)). Transitivity of integrality 
for centralizing extensions (Pare and Schelter [PS J) implies therefore that 
T(R) Z(A) is integral over Z( T(R)). In particular, Z(A) E Z( T(R))L. Since 
~‘6 E Z(A) G Z( T(R))L for all i, and since the latter domain is completely 
integrally closed, it follows that c E Z( T(R))L. Hence c is integral over 
Z(T(R)). Thus T(R)[c] is a finite central extension of T(R). Since R is 
Noetherian, it follows that T(R)[ ] c is a Noetherian R-module. Conse- 
quently, c is integral over R. i 
Theorem 5.2 has a curious consequence: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R E S be PI-rings such that 
(1) S is semiprime with a finite number of minimal prime ideals, 
(2) S is integral over R, and 
(3) R is left Noetherian. 
Then every element of S is actually “left integral” over R. That is, given x E S 
there is an integer n and elements ri E R such that x” + rlxn- ’ + rZxnW2 + 
-*a +r,_lx+r,=O. 
We remark that this result is false if S is not semiprime. As one can 
check, a counterexample is given by the ring extension in Example 6.5 
below. We raise the question if it is possible to drop the requirement in (1) 
that S has only a finite number of minimal prime ideals. 
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ProojI Assume first that S is prime. Let x E S. Then there are elements 
c, , . . . . c, E Z( T(S)) such that 
xm+clxm-‘+ ..’ +c,=o. (5.4) 
Consider E = R[c, , . . . . c,]. By Theorem 5.2, E is integral over R and there- 
fore a finite left R-module. Set L = E + Ex + ... + Ex”- I. Since L is a 
finite left E-module, and since E is a finite extension of the left Noetherian 
ring R, it follows that L is a Noetherian left R-module. Using (5.4), one 
sees easily that xi is contained in L for all i. If Li denotes the R-submodule 
of L generated by 1, x, . . . . xi, then the Li form an increasing chain of sub- 
modules of the Noetherian module L. Hence for some n, x” E L,- 1 = 
Cy<; Rx’. Thus x is “left integral” over R. 
Now assume that S is semiprime with a finite number of minimal prime 
ideals Qi. Identify S with its image in @ S/Q,. Let XE S. As we just 
saw, there is for each i a finite left R-submodule L, of S/Q, containing all 
powers of x mod Qi. Hence L = @ Li is a finitely generated left R-module 
containing all powers of x. It follows easily as above that for some n, 
X” EC;=; Rx’. 1 
6. APPLICATIONS TO AFFINE ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we apply Theorem 5.2 to integral extensions R E S where 
R is Noetherian and at least one of the algebras involved is afline over a 
central subring /i. The main result is that if S is affine and semiprime, then 
S is a finite extension of R (Theorem 6.2). After two applications to 
algebras of PI-degree 2, we then present a PI-version of the well-known 
result from commutative algebra which says that the integral closure of an 
affine commutative domain R in a finite extension of its field of fractions 
is a finite R-module (Theorem 6.6). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let R G S be PI-algebras over a commutative Noetherian 
ring A such that 
(1) S is prime and integral over R, and 
(2) R is affine, and R/N(R) is Noetherian. 
Then R itself is Noetherian. Moreover, R has an Artinian total ring of 
quotients Q(R) which embeds into Q(S). 
Note that here the hypotheses of the criterion for integrality 
(Theorem 5.2) are satisfied. So in order to show that S is integral over R, 
one needs only to check that Z(S) is integral over R. Moreover, even T(S) 
is integral over R. We will prove this theorem together with the next one. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let R E S be PI-algebras over a commutative Noetherian 
ring A such that 
(1) S is affine, semiprime, and integral over R, and 
(2) R/N(R) is Noetherian. 
Then R itself is Noetherian, and S is a finite R-module on both sides. In 
particular, R is affie over A. 
The reader should compare this theorem with the Eakin-Nagata type 
result 4.2: There the finiteness of the extension was deduced from S being 
Noetherian. We remark that this theorem is false if S is not semiprime; we 
will see this in Example 6.5 below. For a related result, see also 
Theorem 4.8 and Example 4.7 above. 
Proof of 6.1 and 6.2. We assume first that S is afine and prime. As 
already remarked, Theorem 5.2 implies now that T(S) is integral over R. 
Note that Z(T(S)) is affine and Noetherian, and that T(S) is a finite 
module over Z( T(S)). Hence RZ( T(S)) is affine and Noetherian. Since it is 
integral over R, it is therefore a finite extension of R. Hence R is 
Noetherian by Eisenbud’s Theorem [E] and affine by Montgomery and 
Small’s version of the Artin-Tate lemma [MS,]. It follows that T(S) is a 
Noetherian left and right R-module. Hence so is S. Finally, the assertions 
about the total ring of fractions Q(R) of R follow now immediately by a 
result of Warlield, see [MR, 4.5.9 and 6.4.131. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6.2 in the case that S is prime. 
Now assume that R is aftine and that S is prime. Then there is a subring 
S, of S containing R such that SO is affine and prime, and Pldeg SO = 
PIdeg S. (In fact, let f be a central polynomial of S, and let S,, be any 
finitely generated overing of R contained in S such that f has a nonzero 
evaluation 6 on S,. Then 6 is regular in S and in particular not nilpotent. 
Hence it is not contained in all minimal primes of S,. Therefore 
PIdeg S,,/N(S,) = PIdeg S, and SO is prime by Lemma 4.9.) By what we 
already saw, it follows that R is Noetherian. Moreover, Q(R) exists and 
embeds into Q(S,). By the assumption on the PI-degree of SO, 
Q(&,> G Q(s), so that Q(R) G Q(s). 
Finally, assume that S is affine and semiprime. Let Q,, . . . . Qn be the 
minimal prime ideals of S. Then the inverse image in R of the nilradical of 
R/Qi n R is a semiprime ideal and thus contains N(R). Hence R/Qi n R is 
Noetherian modulo its nilradical, so that the version of Theorem 6.2 for 
prime rings applies to R/Qi A R E S/Q,. The result follows now by standard 
arguments. 1 
Theorem 6.2 has interesting applications to rings of PI-degree 2: 
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COROLLARY 6.3. Let R E S be PI-algebras which are both affine over a 
central Noetherian subring A such that 
(1) S is prime and Z(S) is integral over R, and 
(2) PIdeg S = 2. 
Then either R is prime and PIdeg R = 2, or else both R and S are Noetherian 
and S is a finite module over R on both sides. 
Here it is crucial that not only S but also R is afine, as an example of 
Resco and Wadsworth shows, see [MS,]. 
Proof If PIdeg R/N(R) = 2, it follows by Lemma 4.9 that R is prime. 
And if PIdeg R/N(R) < 2, then R/N(R) is commutative and thus 
Noetherian. Using Theorem 5.2, the criterion for integrality, one sees that 
Theorem 6.2 applies. 1 
Next comes an application of Theorem 6.2 to semiprime rings of 
PI-degree 2. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let RG S be PI-algebras over a commutative 
Noetherian ring A such that 
(1) S is affine and semiprime, and Z(S) is integral over R, 
(2) R/N(R) is Noetherian, and 
(3) PIdegSG2. 
Then S is Noetherian. 
We do not know if under these conditions S is necessarily integral over 
R (or equivalently, if it is a finite R-module). 
Proof Let P be a minimal prime ideal of S, and let S= S/P. If 
PIdeg SC 2, then S is commutative and trivially Noetherian since it is 
alline. And if PIdeg S= 2, we argue as follows. Let d, be the subset of Z(S) 
consisting of all evaluations of a central polynomial which is linear in at 
least one variable, and whose constant term is zero. Let A be the linear 
span of A,,. Then A is an ideal of Z(S). By assumption, A is integral over 
R, and so is its image 1 in S. Note that a = A(S) is the ideal of Z(S) 
generated by all evaluations of a central polynomial whose constant term 
is zero. Hence we can apply the criterion for integrality (Theorem 5.2) (see 
the first lines of its proof) to conclude that 3 is integral over R. Hence S 
is Noetherian by Theorem 6.2. All in all, ep S/P is a finite centralizing 
extension of S which is Noetherian. Hence also S is Noetherian by 
Eisenbud’s Theorem [El. m 
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Now to the example which shows that Theorem 6.2 is false if S is not 
semiprime. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. There are affine PI-algebras RE S such that R is 
Noetherian and S is integral over R, but S is not finite over R on either 
side. 
Let k[x, y] be a commutative polynomial ring in two indeterminates, 
and let 
One checks immediately that R and S have the above mentioned proper- 
ties. 
Our next result is a noncommutative analog to the following well-known 
fact from commutative algebra [M2, pp. 262-2631: Let R be a domain 
which is finitely generated over a field, and let S be the integral closure of 
R in a finite field extension of the field of fractions of R. Then S is a finite 
R-module. (Actually, this result holds for finitely generated algebras over 
so-called Nagata rings, see CM,, Chap. 123; also the following theorem 
could be proved in that generality.) 
THEOREM 6.6. Let R E S be PI-algebras over a field k such that 
(1) S is prime and integral over R, 
(2) R is affine and R/N(R) is Noetherian, and 
(3) [Q(S) : Q(R)] < CO, i.e., Q(S) is afinite left Q(R)-module. 
Then S is finite over R on both sides, and in particular affine and 
Noetherian. 
Note that the criterion for integrality (Theorem 5.2) applies to the situa- 
tion at hand. In particular, T(S) is integral over R. And by Theorem 6.1, 
R is Noetherian, Q(R) exists, and Q(R) G Q(S). So condition (3) makes 
sense. 
Prooj Since T(S) is integral over S, we may replace S by T(S). As 
in the proof of Theorem 6.1, let S,, be an affine prime subalgebra of S 
containing R and such that PIdeg S, = PIdeg S. By Theorem 6.2, So is 
Noetherian and finite over R on both sides. Hence T(S,) is a finite 
extension of So. Replacing S,, by T(S,) c T(S) = S, we may therefore 
assume that S, is a finite module over its center Z(S,). Since S, is affine, 
also Z(S,) is. Now let x be an element of S. Then the argument so far 
481/151/l-5 
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shows that S, jx > is finite over R and thus over S,. Hence it is also finite 
over Z( S,). In particular, Z(S) is integral over Z(S,). 
Since [Q(S) : Q(R)] c co, also [Q(S) : Q(S,)] < co, so that Z(Q(S)) = 
Q(Z(S)) is a finite field extension of Z(Q(S,))= Q(Z(S,)). Since Z(S,) is 
afline, it follows by the commutative result that Z(S) is a finite Z(S,)- 
module and thus Noetherian. A theorem of Formanek [Rw, 5.1.41 implies 
now that S is finite over Z(S). Hence S is finite over So and thus finite 
over R. 1 
We conclude this section with an example which shows that the previous 
theorem is false if R is not affme, even if S is generated over R by a single 
element. Confer also Example 4.7. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. An integral extension of Noetherian PI-rings R c S such 
that 
(1) S is a prime Azumaya algebra which is generated over R by a 
single element, 
(2) R is semiprime, and 
(3) cecs, : QVQI < a9 
but S is not a finite R-module. 
By [Nt, p. 2051, there is a commutative Noetherian local domain A of 
Krull dimension 1 such that its integral closure B is also a local Noetherian 
domain but not a finite A-module. Set S = M,(B), and R = Ae,, -I- Be,,. 
The rings A and B have the same field of fractions, say K. Then Q(S) = 
M,(K), and Q(R)= Ke,,+Ke,,. One seeseasily that S= R(e,,+e,,). The 
other assertions are now clear. It is worthwhile to point out some other 
properties of this example. Note that S is a local ring of Krull dimension 
1. If nz is the maximal ideal of R, then M= M*(m) is the maximal ideal of 
S. By the Krull-Akiz~ki theorem (see [M2, p. 84]), R/m is finite over 
A/m n A. It follows that Sjiw is finite over R/M n R. 
7. INTEGRALITY AND EMBEDDINGS OF QUOTIENT RINGS 
Let R E S be an integral extension of PI-rings where S is prime. If R is 
left Noetherian, we will see below that integrality implies that R has a left 
Artinian total ring of left quotients Q,(R) which embeds into Q(S). Our 
first result, which is essentially a corollary to Theorem 5.2, shows that 
regular elements in R/N(R) are also regular in S. We will obtain a stronger 
version for affine algebras in Theorem 7.4. 
But first a general remark. Suppose R G S is an integral extension of 
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PI-rings such that S is prime, and such that R has a left Artinian total ring 
of fractions Q(R) which embeds into Q(S). Then Q(S) is integral over 
Q(R), and it is generated as a ring by S and Q(R). One can see this as 
follows: Q(R) Z(S) is an integral extension of Q(R). Hence its Krull dimen- 
sion is zero by Corollary 2.5. Therefore regular central elements of 
Q(R) Z(S) are invertible, so that Q(Z(S)) G Q(R) Z(S). Since Q(S) is finite 
over Q(Z(S)), transitivity of integrality implies that Q(S) is integral over 
Q(R). Moreover, Q(S) = SQ(Z( S)) = SQ( R). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let R E S be PI-rings such that 
(1) S is prime and integral over R, 
(2) R/N(R) is Noetherian. 
Then %,J N( R)) G Ws(O), i.e., the elements of R which are regular in R/N(R) 
are actually regular in S. As a consequence, if Q(R) exists, it embeds into 
Q(s). 
Theorem 5.2, the criterion for integrality, applies here. In particular, 
T(S) is integral over R. We remark that condition (2) is always satisfied if 
S is simple. In fact, R/N(R) is then semisimple Artinian, since it is a PI-ring 
which has Krull dimension zero (2.5) and a finite number of minimal prime 
ideals (2.3). Confer also Theorem 6.1. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 5.2, A = RZ( T(S)) is an integral centralizing exten- 
sion of R. Since R/N(R) is Noetherian, R satisfies the ascending chain 
condition on prime ideals. Thus Kdim R exists (see the remarks before 
Corollary 2.5). By that corollary, or by Schelter [Sch], it follows that 
Kdim A exists and that Kdim A = Kdim R. Since A is also integral over 
Z(T(S)), it follows similarly that Kdim A = Kdim Z( T(S)). Let Q be a 
minimal prime ideal of A. Then Q n Z( T(S)) = 0, since Q as a minimal 
prime ideal cannot contain regular central elements (see [Rw, 5.2.111). 
Hence also Kdim A/Q = Kdim Z( T(S)) = Kdim A = Kdim R. This implies 
that Q n R is a minimal prime ideal of R: Suppose not. Then there is some 
prime ideal P of R which is strictly contained in Q n R. But then 
Kdim R 2 Kdim R/P > Kdim R/Q n R = Kdim A/Q = Kdim R, where the 
strict inequality follows by the definition of classical Krull dimension. 
This is a contradiction. Thus Q n R is a minimal prime ideal of R. And 
conversely, since R E A is a centralizing extension, and since N(A) is 
nilpotent (see 2.3), every minimal prime ideal of R is of form Q n R for 
some minimal prime Q of A. 
Now let x be an element of r&R(N( R)). Then x is regular modulo each 
minimal prime ideal of R. By what we have seen, this means that x is 
regular in R/Q n R for each minimal prime Q of A. But R/Q n R E A/Q is 
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a central extension of prime PI-algebras. Hence x is regular in A/Q. Denote 
by K the field of fractions of Z(T(S)). Then AIY is a finite dimensional 
K-algebra and thus Artinian. Hence AK is the total ring of fractions of A. 
It follows by [MR, 4.1.41 that x is regular in AK. Hence x is invertible in 
AKE Q(S) and therefore regular in S. [ 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let R r S be PI-rings such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) S is prime and integral over R, and 
(2) R is left Noetherian. 
Then R has a left Artinian total ring of left fractions Q{(R) which is 
contained in Q(S). 
We remark that (2) is in particular satisfied if R/~(R) is Noetheri~ and 
R is afllne over a central Noetherian subring A, see Theorem 6.1. But note 
that we cannot relax condition (2) to only requiring that R/N(R) is 
Noetherian, as Example 4.5 shows. 
ProoJ Using Theorem 7.1, Small’s theorem implies that Q!(R) exists 
and is left Artinian [MR, 4.1.41. A second application of Theorem 7.1 
shows now that Q,(R) c Q(S). 1 
We now give a variation of an example by Bergman [Bei] to show that 
Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 are false without any assumption on R: 
EXAMPLE 7.3. There is an integral extension of prime PI-algebras R G S 
such that Q(R) does not embed into Q(S). 
Let A be a commutative domain which has a surjective ring 
endomorphism 9 which is not injective. For example, let A be a polyno- 
mial ring in in~nitely many variables xi, and let rp be the map defined by 
rp(xi) = 0 and q(xJ = xi- 1 for i > 1. Let S= M,(A), and let R be the set of 
all matrices of form 
a 0 
( > 0 da) 
for a E A. Note that R !Z A. One sees easily that (t i) is integral over R. 
Thus transitivity of integrality implies that S is integral over R. But Q(R) 
does not embed into Q(S) since every element in the kernel of cp gives rise 
to a nonzero element of the domain R which is a zero divisor in S. 
Finally, we improve on Theorem 7.1 in a special case. For a related 
result of Lenagan concerning finite extensions, we refer the reader to [KL, 
10.11 and 10.12). 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let R E S be PI-algebras over a commutative domain A 
such that S is prime and Z(S) is integral over R. Assume that S or R is 
affine over A. Then %JN(R)) E Ws(0). In particular, if Q(R) exists, then 
Q(R) E Q(S). 
Note that here S need not be integral over R. 
Proof: Assume first that R is afline. Then we can find an afline subring 
S, of S containing R and such that PIdeg S,, = PIdeg S. This implies that 
S, is prime, and that Z(S,) c Z(S). Hence Q(S,) E Q(S). It follows easily 
that we may replace S by So in order to prove the theorem. Hence we may 
assume that S is affine. 
Localizing at the nonzero elements of A, we may assume that A = k is a 
field. Let A = RZ(S). We will show that for each minimal prime ideal Q of 
A, Q n R is a minimal prime ideal of R.’ It then follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 7.1 that %,,JN(R)) E %s(O). 
Let Q be a minimal prime ideal of A. We will show below that 
Kdim A = Kdim A/Q, and that this number is finite. It follows then that 
Kdim R = Kdim A < co, and that Kdim R/Q n R = Kdim A/Q = Kdim A = 
Kdim R, from which one easily concludes that Q n R is a minimal prime 
ideal of R. 
Now let 6 be a nonzero evaluation of a central polynomial of S. Since 
Q is a minimal prime of A, Q cannot contain 6. We localize at 6. The ring 
S[S -‘I is an aftine Azumaya algebra and thus finite over its center 
Z(S)[S-‘1. Hence A[S-‘1 is a finite module over Z(S)[S-‘1, and so is 
the prime PI-algebra (A/Q)[S-‘1. In particular, (A/Q)[S-‘1 is alline. 
Now consider the following sequence of inequalities: 
Kdim A b Kdim A/Q > Kdim(A/Q)[G-‘1 
2 GKdim(A/Q)[G-‘1 = GKdim Z(S)[S-‘1 
= GKdim Z(S) ‘2 GKdim S 
2 GKdim A 
(3) 
2 Kdim A. 
See the book of Krause and Lenagan [KL] for properties of Gelfand- 
Kirillov dimension. In particular, (1) follows from the fact that 
GK-dimension and Krull dimension coincide for alIine prime PI-algebras; 
(2) follows since the GK-dimension of a prime PI-algebra is equal to the 
GK-dimension of its center, and (3) follows by [KL, 3.161. Finally, note 
that GKdim S < co. @ 
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8. THE CURVE CRI~RION FOR A~GEBRASO~ FIELDS 
Artin and &helter [AS] proved the curve criterion for shine PI-algebras 
over an aigebraically closed field. Using the results of Section 4, we will 
deduce from their theorem that the curve criterion actually holds for alline 
PI-algebras over arbitrary fields. This will be used in Section 9. 
THEOREM 8.1 (Curve Criterion over Fields). Lef R c S be affine 
PI-algebras over a field k. Suppose that for every prime ideal P of S of 
coheight 1, S/P is integral over RIP n R. Then S is integral over R. 
Proof Let L be an algebraic closure of the field k. Set RL = R@ L, and 
S,= S@ L. We will first show that the extension R,c S, satislies the 
hypothesis of the curve criterion. So let P be a prime ideal of S, of 
coheight 1. We have to show that SJP is integral over R,/Pn RL. Since 
S/P n S c SJP is an integral centralizing extension, Kdim S/P n S = 1. 
This means that P n S is a prime ideal of S of coheight 1. Hence S/P n S 
is integral over R/Pn R. It follows by transitivity of integrality 3.7 that S, 
is integral over R,/Pn Rt. (Actually, we do not need to use transitivity of 
integrality. Since S/P n S is affrne of Krull dimension 1, it is finite over its 
center and thus Noetherian. By an elementary version of the Eakin-Nagata 
type Theorem 4.2 for rings of Krull dimension 1, R/Pn R is Noetherian, 
and S/P n S is finite over R/P n R on both sides. Now let x be an element 
in S,/P. Then there is some finite field extension L,, of k such that 
x E S,/P n S,. The latter algebra is certainly a finite S/P n S-module and 
therefore also a finite R/Pn R-module. Since R/P n R is Noetherian, it 
follows that x is integral over R/Pn R. But then x is also integral over 
&IPn&-1 
Since the extension R,c S, satisfies the hypothesis of the curve 
criterion, we conclude by [AS J that S, is integral over R,. Now let s E S. 
Then s satisfies an equation of form (s @ 1)” + Cj pi@@ 1) = 0, where the 
pi are Schelter monomials in s@ 1 of degree <n with coefficients in RL. 
Each pi(s Q 1) can be written as Cj m&) 0 iit where the m, j are Schelter 
monomials in s of degree <n with coefficients in R, and the Zj are elements 
of L. Hence 
(.~@l)“+~m~,~(s)@I,=O. 
i.j 
Now let cp be any k-linear map L -+ k such that cp( 1) = 1. Applying id@ q, 
we deduce that 
sn + C w&) cp(lj) = 0, 
i, i 
which is an integral equation for s over R. Hence S is integral over R. 1 
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Using the curve criterion and an elementary version of Theorem 4.2, one 
could deduce as a corollary that transitivity of integrality holds for affine 
PI-algebras over fields. 
9. INTEGRALITY VERSUS MODULE-FINITENESS 
Let R G S be PI-rings such that S is a finitely generated ring extension 
of R. It is well known that S need not be a finite R-module if it is integral 
over R; and conversely, S being a finite R-module does not imply that S 
is integral over R. Examples of this nature appear in [AS, p. 2911. See also 
Example 4.7 and Theorem 4.8 above. One can ask the question if S is 
integral over R if it is finite over R on both sides. In general this is false, 
as examples based on Lemma 4.4 show. On the positive side, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let R E S be PI-algebras over a field k such that S is 
affine over k and finite over R on both sides. If additionally for all prime 
ideals P of R, 
PIdeg RJP > i PIdeg S/N(S), 
then S is integral over R. 
Here the assumption on PI-degrees cannot just be dropped, as 
Example 9.5 below shows. The special case PIdeg S/N(S)<2 is worth 
recording separately: 
COROLLARY 9.2. Let R c S be PI-algebras over a field k such that S is 
affine over k andfinite over R on both sides. If additionally Pdeg S/N(S) < 2, 
then S is integral over R. 
Actually, as one can show with some care, this corollary remains true if 
k is replaced by a central commutative Noetherian subring /1. We do not 
know if this is also true for the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. We show first that we can find an atline sub- 
algebra R, of R such that S is a finite module over R, on both sides. By 
assumption there are a finite number of elements si and ui in S such that 
S = k{si} and S = C Rui = C uiR. Hence there are a finite number of 
elements CQ, pii, yiir, 6, E R such that si = C j ctVuj = C j ujp,, ujsi = C, yijlu,, 
and siuj= XI u,c~~,. Let RO = k{ccii, pii, yiir, S,}. Then S is finite over R, on 
both sides. 
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Let f be a polynomial identity for t x t-matrices, where t is the largest 
integer < (l/2) PIdeg S/N(S). Then the ideal generated by the evaluations 
offin R contains 1. That is, there are finitely many elements ai, b,, CUE R 
such that 1 = C aif cj. Set R, = Ro{ai, b,, ci}. Then R, is affine, and 
the ring extension R, c S satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Replacing 
R by R,, we may therefore assume that R is alline over k. Using the curve 
criterion (8.1), the theorem follows now immediately from the following 
proposition. 1 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let R E S be PI-algebras over a field k such that S is 
affine over k andfinite over R on both sides. Assume moreover that S is semi- 
prime, that Kdim S= 1, and that for all prime ideals P of R, 
PIdeg RIP 3 i PIdeg S. 
Then S is integral over R, or equivalently, R is Noetherian. As a particular 
consequence, R is affine. 
Note that here the ring S is finite over its center, see Braun [BrJ. Thus 
S is Noetherian, and Z(S) is an alline, Noetherian ring of Krull dimension 
one. 
Proof: First note that if R is Noetherian, then S is clearly integral over 
R. Conversely, if S is integral over R, then R is afline and Noetherian by 
the Eakin-Nagata type result 4.2. As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, we 
reduce to the case that R is affine over k. We proceed now in various steps, 
of which the first few are reduction steps. 
Step 1. We may assume that the base field k is algebraically 
closed. Denote the algebraic closure of k by R, and assume the proposi- 
tion is true for algebras over R. One checks easily that R @ R 5 S @ R satisfy 
the hypotheses of the proposition modulo the nilpotent nilradical of SOi. 
Since R@k is integral over R, it follows hence by transitivity of integrality 
that S @ E is integral over R. Thus S is integral over R. From now on we 
will therefore assume that k = /$ is algebraically closed. This will be used via 
Tsen’s theorem (see Step 6). 
Step 2. We may assume that S is prime. Since S is afline and semi- 
prime, it has only a finite number of minimal prime ideals. Denote these by 
Q 1, . . . . Q,. Assume the proposition is true if S is prime. Then R/Qin R is 
Noetherian for all i. Since @ R/Qi n R is a finite centralizing extension of 
R, it follows by Eisenbud’s Theorem [E] that R is Noetherian. Hence we 
may assume that S is prime. 
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Step 3. We may assume S= End,(P). Denote by Z the integral 
closure of Z(S) in K= Q(Z(S)). Then Z is an afllne Dedekind domain, and 
it is a finite module over Z(S). Hence S[Z] is a finite extension of S. Let 
S’ be a maximal Z-order in Q(S) containing S[Z]. Then S’ is a finite 
Z-module and therefore also a finite S-module on both sides. In order to 
prove the proposition, we may replace S by S’. Hence we may assume that 
S is a maximal order over the Dedekind domain Z. It follows that 
S = End,(P) is the ring of Z-endomorphisms of a torsion-free Z-module P 
[Re, 21.61. (Thanks to R. Guralnick for reminding us of this fact.) We will 
regard P as a left S-module. 
Step 4. We may assume that N(R) #O. Note that R is afline, and 
that Kdim R = 1. So if R is semiprime, it is a finite module over its center 
Z(R) by Braun [BrJ. Hence Z(R) is affine by the Artin-Tate lemma, and 
thus Noetherian. Therefore also R is Noetherian. Hence we may assume 
that N(R) # 0, a fact which we will use heavily later on. 
Step 5. R/N(R) is an Azumaya algebra of constant rank n =m/2. 
Let m = PIdeg S. If R has some prime ideal of PI-degree m, it follows 
by Lemma 4.9 that R is actually prime, a case we already dealt with in 
Step 4. Hence we may assume that for all prime ideals P of R, m/2 < 
PIdeg R/P < m. It follows now by Bergman and Small’s additivity theorem 
for PI-degrees [BS, 7.31 that n = m/2 is an integer, and that all prime 
ideals of R have PI-degree n. In particular, Artin’s theorem implies that 
R/N(R) is an Azumaya algebra. 
Step 6. Set K= Q(Z(S)). Then the transcendence degree of K over k 
is 1. Since k =f, it follows by Tsen’s theorem that Q(S) = M,,(K). We will 
now show that 
dim,N( RK) = n2, N( RK)2 = 0, and N(RK) = N(R)K. (9.4) 
It suffices to prove these statements after tensoring with the algebraic 
closure R of K. Hence in order to prove (9.4), we may assume that K is 
algebraically closed. Set A = (RK/N( RK)) @‘K (RK/N( RK))OP. Since K = $ 
and since all prime ideals of RK/N(RK) have PI-degree n, it follows that 
all irreducible representations of A have dimension n2 over K. Since 
N(RK)‘/N(RK)‘+’ is an A-module, it has therefore dimension tin2 for some 
integer ti. Hence dim,N(RK) = (x7=-,’ ti) n2, where m is the least positive 
integer such that N(RK)” = 0. Now N(RK) is a nilpotent multiplicatively 
closed subset of M,,(K). As such it can be brought into strictly upper 
triangular form. Hence dim, N(RK) < (1/2)[(2n)’ - 2n] = 2n2 - n. Conse- 
quently m = 2 and t, = 1. That is, dim, N(RK) = n2, and N(RK)2 = 0. 
Finally, since also N(R)K is an A-module, it follows by the same reasoning 
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that dim, N(R)K= n*. Since N(R)Ks N(RK), we conclude that N(R)K= 
N(RK), proving also the last assertion in (9.4). 
Step 7. There is some u E N(R) such that an element of P is 
annihilated by u iff it is annihilated by all elements of N(R). Recall that 
S = End,(P), where KP is a 2n-dimensional K-vector space. We regard 
M,,(K) as the ring of K-endomorphisms of KP, and KP as a left M,,(K)- 
module. Choose a subspace A4 of KP such that KP = N(RK) P @ M. Then 
in a suitable basis, N(RK) is of form (8 &since N(RK)? = 0. Since 
dim, N(RK) = n*, it follows easily that * consists of n x n-matrices. 
Counting dimensions again, it follows that 
N(RK)=(; MiK)). 
Since N(RK) = N(R)K, it follows that 
where V is some k-subspace of M,(K) such that VK = M,(K). Choose a 
K-basis { oi} c V for M,(K). Assume that the polynomial function f (xi) = 
det(C xivi) vanishes for all choices of xi E k. Since k is an infinite field, this 
implies that the polynomial f is zero, a contradiction. Hence V contains a 
matrix a which is regular. Let a = (8 t) E N(R). Since a is regular in M,(K), 
it follows that an element of KP is annihilated by a iff it is annihilated by 
all elements in N(RK). 
Step 8. Construction of the idempotents e, f E R. Since aP is a finite 
torsion-free module over the Dedekind domain Z, it is projective. Therefore 
the surjection P + aP given by left multiplication by a splits. Thus the 
Z-module P is an internal direct sum P = E@ F where E is the kernel of 
multiplication by u and Fr UP. Denote by e and f the projections onto E 
and F, respectively. Then e and f are nontrivial idempotents in S = End, P. 
Since N(R)* = 0, also aN(R) = 0. Thus N(R) P E E. Since fE = 0 in P, this 
implies that jN(R) = 0 in S. As seen in Step 7, every element of P 
annihilated by LX is annihilated by N(R). Hence N(R) E = 0 in P. 
Next we show that fRe = 0 in S, i.e., that fRE = 0 in P. Since ker f = E, 
this is equivalent to RE G E. By definition, E is the kernel of left multiplica- 
tion by u. And since aR E N(R), aRE E N(R)E = 0. Thus REE E and 
fRe = 0. 
So if r E R, then r = (e+ f) r(e + f) = ere+ erf + fr- Using this fact, it 
follows easily that for all r, s E R, (ere)(ese) = erse E eRe. Consequently, eRe 
is a ring and in fact a homomorphic image of R. The same is true for fRJ 
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Therefore 
is a ring. And since A/N(A ) = eRe ~$3 fRf is a subdirect sum over R, A is 
integral over R. Observe that A E S satisfies the hypotheses of the proposi- 
tion, that fAe = 0, and that e, f E A. Using transitivity of integrality, we 
may therefore replace R by A. That is, we may now assume that fRe=O 
and e, f E R. However, from now on we may not anymore assume that R 
is affine, since it is not clear at this stage that A is afftne. 
Step 9. eRe, fRf, eSe, and fSf are all prime Azumaya algebras of 
PI-degree n. Being a nontrivial idempotent in M,,(K) = Q(S), e is con- 
jugate in M,,(K) to a diagonal matrix. Replacing R and S by conjugate 
algebras, we may therefore assume that e = xf= I eii for some integer t < 2n. 
And since eM,,(K)e contains the algebra eRe which has primes of 
PI-degree n, rank e = t > n. Similarly, also rank f > n. Since rank e+ 
rank f = 2n, it follows that t = rank e = n. Hence eM,,(K)e z M,(K). Since 
eRe c eM,,(K)e, it follows by Lemma 4.9 that eRe is prime of PI-degree n. 
Hence PIdeg eSe 2 n, and a second application of Lemma 4.9 shows that 
also eSe is prime of PI-degree n. Since eRe is a homomorphic image of R, 
all prime ideals of eRe have PI-degree n. Hence eRe is an Azumaya algebra 
by Artin’s theorem. Since eSe has PI-degree n and contains an Azumaya 
algebra of rank n, it is itself an Azumaya algebra. A similar argument deals 
with fRf and fS’ As a particular consequence, note that Lemma 4.9 implies 
that Z(eRe) E Z(eSe) and Z( fRf) G Z( fSf ). 
Step 10. By assumption, S contains a finite number of elements si 
such that S = C Rsi = C s,R. Hence 
eSe=xes,(e+f) Re=xesi(eRe), 
and 
since fRe=O. It follows that eSe is a finite (right) module over the center 
Z(eRe) of eRe, since eRe as an Azumaya algebra is finite over its center. 
Note that eSe is Noetherian since S is. Since Z(eRe) E Z(eSe), Eisenbud’s 
theorem implies therefore that Z(eRe) is Noetherian. Similarly, Z( fRf) is 
Noetherian, and fSf is a finite module over Z(fRf ). Now S is a finite right 
module over eSe 0 fSf, since the latter algebra contains Z(S). Thus S is a 
Noetherian right module over Z(eRe) 8 Z( fRf) E R. Hence also R is right 
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Noetherian. This implies that S is integral over R and concludes the proof 
of Proposition 9.3. 1 
We now give an example based on Lemma 4.4 to show that Theorem 9.1 
and Proposition 9.3 do not hold if the assumption on PI-degrees is just 
dropped. 
EXAMPLE 9.5. There are PI-algebras R c: S having the following proper- 
ties: (1) R and S are afline over a field k. (2) S is prime. (3) Kdim S = 1. 
(4) PIdeg S = 3. (5) S is finite over R on both sides. (6) Lying over holds 
between R and S. (7) But S is not integral over R. 
Use Lemma 4.4 with A = k a field, and B an affine commutative domain 
over k of Krull dimension 1. All statements but (6) follow immediately. 
And one can check that lying over holds for R E S by explicitly writing 
down all prime ideals of R and S. 
In a special case, one can allow in Corollary 9.2 that PIdeg S= 3: 
THEOREM 9.6. Let R c S be PI-algebras over a field k such that S is 
affine over k and finite over R on both sides. Assume additionally that S is 
semiprime, that Z(S) is integral over R, and that PIdeg S= 3. Then S is 
integral over R. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, we can find an afIine subalgebra 
RO of R such that S is a finite module over R, on both sides. Consider the 
ideal AS of S, where A is the set of evaluations of a suitable central polyno- 
mial of S. If AS = S, then S is an Azumaya algebra. Hence in this case S 
is integral over Z(S) and thus also integral over R. Now assume that 
ASS S. Let s= S/AS. Then PIdeg $QV(S) < 2, so that S is integral over & 
by Theorem 9.1. So given x E S, there is a manic &helter polynomial p with 
coefficients in R, such that p(x) E AS. By [ Rw, 1.4.21 J, every element of AS 
is integral over Z(S). Hence there is by Corollary 3.4 a manic polynomial 
q with coefficients in R such that q(p(x)) =O. Since R, is contained in R, 
this proves that x is integral over R. 4 
Combining Lemma 4.4 with an already mentioned example by Resco 
and Wadsworth (see [MS,]) we show now that this last result is not true 
if PIdeg S 2 4. 
EXAMPLE 9.7. There are PI-algebras R c S having the following 
properties: (1) S is afhne over a field k. (2) S is prime and Noetherian. 
(3) Z(S)E: R. (4) PIdeg S=4. (5) S is finite over R on both sides. (6) But 
S is not integral over R. 
We will only sketch the construction of this example. Let A, A,, and A, 
be afline domains over a field k such that A is integral over A i and A,, but 
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such that A, and A, are not integral over A, n A,. Let x be a commutative 
indeterminate, and set B = ,4[x]. Apply Lemma 4.4 to the commutative 
ring extension 
(A,nA,)+xBcA,+xB 





0 A,+xB ' 
and 
'= (xB)~ > A,+xB ' 
Here B3 means the 3 x 1 column over B, and (xB)~ means the 1 x 3 row over 
xB. Both R and S are subrings of M,(B). Note that Z(S) = (A, n AZ) + 
XB E R. One easily checks properties (1). One easily checks properties 
(1 t(6). 
10. APPLICATIONS TO ACTIONS OF GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we will apply the results of Sections 3, 5, and 6 to two 
kinds of actions on PI-rings: Firstly to actions of finite groups, and 
secondly, in prime characteristic, to actions of Lie algebras by derivations. 
Concerning actions of Hopf algebras, see 10.9 below. We are grateful to 
S. Montgomery for several helpful conversations about these topics. 
Throughout this section, S is a PI-ring. Most results will require that S 
is additionally prime. We let G be a finite group of automorphisms of S. 
We stress that we do not make any assumption on the order of G. In par- 
ticular, we do not assume that IGI -’ E S or that S has no IGI-torsion. If S 
contains a central subfield k of prime characteristic, let L be any Lie 
algebra of k-derivations of S. Note that L need not be restricted, and that 
L may be infinite dimensional. And H denotes either the group G or the 
Lie algebra L. (Actually, H can be any finite dimensional cocommutative 
Hopf algebra, see Remark 10.9 below.) So H acts in either case on S, and 
we can consider the ring of invariants SH, which is equal to either SG or 
SL. The following simple observation provides the connection to the 
integrality results obtained earlier, via the criterion for integrality 5.2. 
LEMMA 10.1. The center Z(S) of S is integral over the ring of invariants 
SH. 
The reader should note that this is not true for actions of Lie algebras 
in characteristic zero, as the standard derivation on a polynomial ring in 
one variable shows. 
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Proof In case H = G, the usual commutative proof works: If x E Z(S) 
and t is a commutative indeterminate, then the coefficients of the manic 
polynomial P(t) = n,, & t - g(x)) belong to Z(S)’ c SC, and P(x) = 0. 
Assume now that char k = p and that H= L. Then for every derivation 
6 EL and every x E Z(S), B(xp) = 0. Hence xp E Z(S)L. 1 
In general, however, not all elements of S are integral over SH, unless 
some other conditions are satisfied. For example, if IGI --I E S, then S is 
integral over SC, as was proved by Montgomery and Small [MS,] for 
PI-rings. This was later generalized to arbitrary rings by Quinn [Q]. As an 
immediate application of the criterion for integrality, we can prove 
integrality if S is prime and SH Noetherian: 
THEOREM 10.2. Let S be a prime PI-ring such that SH/N(SH) is 
Noetherian. Then S is integral over SH. 
Setting R = SH, it follows immediately that Corollary 3.4 and the results 
of Section 6 apply to the situation at hand, at least if S is prime. We sum- 
marize the most important results. The first generalizes-in the case of 
group actions-a theorem of Montgomery and Small [MS,] dealing with 
the case of domains satisfying a polynomial identity. It is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 6.2. We remark that our approach does not use 
trace functions. 
COROLLARY 10.3. Let S be a prime PI-ring which is affine over a central 
Noetherian subring A c SH. Zf SH/N(SH) is Noetherian, then SH is 
Noetherian, and S is a finite module over SH on both sides. As a consequence, 
S is Noetherian, and SH is affine over A. 
For group actions, the preceding result is much easier to prove if S is a 
finite module over its center; this observation was made by both Jondrup 
[Jo] and by Montgomery and Small [MS,]. 
COROLLARY 10.4. Let S be a prime Noetherian PI-algebra which is 
affine over a central Noetherian ring A c SH. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) S is integral over SH. 
(2) SH/N(SH) is Noetherian. 
ProoJ Here one direction follows by Corollary 10.3, and the other by 
Theorem 4.2. i 
Next we need a very elementary lemma on quotient rings. 
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LEMMA 10.5. Let S be a prime PI-ring. In case H = L, assume addi- 
tionally that L is finite dimensional. Then Q(SH) exists, is Artinian, 
Q(S”)= Q(S)n, and [Q(S) : Q(S”)] < 03. 
Proof: For group actions, everything follows from the well-known facts 
that [Q(Z(S)) : Q(Z(S))‘] < co and that Q(Z(S))‘= Q(Z(S)G). Consider 
now the case that char k= p and H= L. Then [Q(S) : Q(S)“] < co by [Ja, 
8.431. Since Z(S) is integral over Z(S)L, it follows that Q(Z(S))= 
QtZtW Z(S). -i-h is in turn implies easily that Q(.Z(S))L = Q(Z(S)“). 1 
COROLLARY 10.6. Let S be a prime PI-algebra over a field k G SH such 
that SHj~(S~~ is Noether~~. fn case H= L, assume addit~onaI~y that L is 
finite dimensional. Then the following are equivalents 
(1) SH is affine over k. 
(2) S is afJine over k. 
In both cases, S is a finite module over Sn, and both S and SH are 
Noetherian. 
Proof That (1) implies (2) follows by Theorem 6.6 whose hypotheses 
are satisfied according to the previous lemma. The other implication is a 
consequence of Corollary 10.3. 1 
Next, we present two applications to rings of PI-degree 2. The first 
follows from Corollary 6.3. 
COROLLARY 10.7. Let S be a prime PI-algebra of PI-degree 2 which is 
af~ne over a centraI Noetherian subring AZ Sn. Suppose that also SH is 
affine over A. Then (at least) one of the foZlowing two statements is true: 
(1) The ring SH is prime of PI-degree 2. 
(2) Both S and Sn are Noetherian, and S is a finite module over SH 
on both sides. 
We remark that in case (l), G acts by X-outer automorphisms, and L 
acts by X-outer derivations, i.e., the maps in question are actually outer on 
Q(s). 
The next result follows from Corollary 6.4. We remark that we do not 
know if S is here necessarily finite over SH. See a paper by Cohen and 
Montgomery [CM] for related results about group actions on semiprime 
rings. 
COROLLARY 10.8. Let S be a sem~pr~me PI-ring which is af~ne over 
a central Noetherian subring A % SH. If (1) Sn is Noether~an, and 
(2) PIdeg S < 2, then S is Noetherian. 
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Remark 10.9. Let H be a finite dimensional cocommutative Hopf 
algebra over a field k, and let S be a PI-algebra over k which is an 
H-module algebra. All results proved in this section are valid in this con- 
text, as one can see as follows: The center Z(S) of S is H-stable, see Cohen 
[C, Proposition 41, so that Z(S) is an H-module algebra. And by a result 
of Ferrer Santos [FS], Z(S) is integral over Z(S)‘? So Lemma 10.1 holds 
also in this context. The same is true for Lemma 10.5: Assume that S is 
prime. Then Q(S) = SQ(Z(S)“) = S@z(sp Q(Z(S)“), so that Q(S) is an 
H-module algebra via h . (a 0 b) = (h . a) @ b. This makes also Q(Z(S)) into 
an H-module algebra. By [SW, 10.2.11, [Q(Z(S)) : Q(Z(S))“] < co. Since 
Q(Z(S)) = Z(S)@ Q(Z(S)“), Q(Z(S))” = Q(Z(S)“). It follows easily that 
SH has an Artinian total ring of fractions Q(S”) containing Q(Z(S))” = 
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